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Executive Summary

The Erasmus Plus funded project EXPOVET aims at developing a joint qualification for Export
Expert that will be offered by institutes of vocational and higher education in cooperation
with private or public enterprises in three countries (Bulgaria, Greece and Romania). The
elaborated joint qualification profile rests upon reviews, analysis and expert discussions with
educationalists, practitioners and policy makers in the three countries as well as review of
existing regulations and methodologies in Germany.
The project itself rests on equal footing between representatives from educational and
training institutes on the one side and representatives of the economic world on the other
side; this aspect is worth underlying since as presented in this report the joint profile is the
synthesis first and foremost of companies and thus labour market needs. Furthermore, the
project partnership understands the concept of joint profile as a profile that is to be
developed from the scratch jointly on the basis on commonly agreed methodology. This
report presents the results of the different empirical surveys and includes outcomes of
expert workshops. It considers on-going and past developments within the Copenhagen
process and relevant council decisions on the European Tools such as the European Credit
system for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET) the European Qualification Framework
(EQF) or the European Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO).
Within the work package 3, the project partners elaborated a joint qualification profile
structured in four main areas of activities:
1. Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including international
market observation & research
2. Implement international business management and secure risk and change
management
3. Transact foreign trade and to cater to international markets
4. Use foreign language skills and intercultural competences in terms of international
communication
The research and review activities within WP 3 confirm the need for a qualification for
export experts at level 6 of the EQF in all participating countries whereby the countries’
specificities as well as institutional specificities (universities, or training institutes affiliated to
universities, companies) will have to take into consideration. The newly update of the
existing qualification in Germany strengthens this conclusion from WP 3.
The WP 3 activities indicate that the design of the joint higher VET course (WP 4) and the
development of a cooperation structure (WP 5) will have to deal with the following aspects:
1. The prior experiences and learning by the individuals participating to the course
2. The duration and allocation of time to the four different areas of activities
3. The need for balanced approach between theoretical and practical learning and
training
4. The need to integrate work-based learning and in-company learning
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Introduction

One of the main objectives of the Erasmus+ funded project EXPOVET is to develop a further
training qualification offer at higher qualification level (EQF 6) in the field of international
commerce for university graduates and unemployed individuals. This higher VET course can
be offered by universities or training institutes affiliated to universities – ideally in
cooperation with SME’s with in-company training as a second learning venue. In this respect,
the project seeks to strengthen the project-based transnational networking between SMEs
and VET providers at the tertiary level.
The conception and development of a joint VET course for Export Experts follows a
methodological approach which includes three phases:
1. a research based identification of specific training needs and skill demands (WP2)
2. the development of a training profile for skilled worker in international commerce
(WP3)
3. the curriculum development of a higher VET Course (WP4).
Each phase corresponds to a specific work package as indicated above. The present report
summarises the results of work package 3. The development of a joint qualification profile
for Export Experts draws on the identified specific training needs and skill demands as
compiled and analysed in work package 2. Further to the results of work package 2, the
identification and validation of the content of the joint profile included an analysis or review
of:
1. Selected relevant insights from existing and newly updated training regulations in the
field of foreign trade. More specifically the initial and further German VET training
regulations for the management assistant in wholesale and foreign trade specialised
in foreign trade 1 and for the certified specialist for foreign trade, respectively level 4
and level 6 of the GQF2 were taken into account;
2. Review on recent job announcements in Greece, Bulgaria and Romania aiming at
identifying possible additional competence requirements of firms in the field of
international trade;
3. Results of discussions within the project team during two meetings in July and
November 2019 as well as during the workshop in November 2019 in Sofia;
4. European publications on the learning outcomes approach, EQF, ECVET and ESCO3
The development of a joint qualification profile of export experts follows the basic concept
of the EQF competence orientation and definition. Learning outcomes are formulated action
1

Kaufmann/ Kauffrau im Groß- und Außenhandel;
https://www.bibb.de/de/berufeinfo.php/profile/apprenticeship/87930
2
Geprüfte/r Fachwirt/-in für Außenwirtschaft
https://www.bmbf.de/upload_filestore/upload/fvo_pdf/17_06_05_Fachwirt_Auszenwirtschaft.pdf
3
See List of references
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orientated and cover relevant tasks and business processes of international trade. The
profile includes a description of the respective learning outcomes in line with Europass and
ESCO requirements. In order to increase compatibility with ESCO the suitability of already
existing learning outcomes in relevant skills domains within the ESCO data bank were
checked.
The main deliverables of work package 2 are:




A comprehensive outline of the expected learning outcomes in terms of
competences (knowledge, skills, responsibility/ autonomy) based on EQF, Europass
and ESCO requirements.
A comprehensive outline of what is expected from someone successfully completing
the relevant qualification (learning outcomes/competences).

The present report is structured as follows: The second chapter briefly explains and
summarizes basic concepts and definitions for the development of the training profile, such
as the underlying EQF concept, competence orientation as well as basic ESCO definitions.
The third chapter highlights the most important results of Work package 2 with its main
indications for the qualification profile development. The fourth chapter introduces and
presents the Export Expert qualification profile along four main areas of activity addressing
strategic as well as operative competences in the field of foreign trade. Chapter 5 gives a
detailed description of the related learning outcomes in terms of competences (knowledge,
skills, responsibility/ autonomy).
The report closes with considerations on the time structure as well as the previous
knowledge of VET course participants.

7 Basic Concepts and Definitions for Training Profile Development
7.1 European Qualification Framework
The development of competence orientated VET training profiles refer to the basic European
Qualification Framework (EQF) concept and definition of competences.
“The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a common European reference
framework whose purpose is to make qualifications more readable and
understandable across different countries and systems. Covering qualifications at all
levels and in all sub-systems of education and training, the EQF provides a
comprehensive overview over qualifications in the 39 European countries currently
involved in its implementation.” (https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/nl/events-andprojects/projects/european-qualifications-framework-eqf)
The EQF concept of competences distinguishes three (or rather four) different dimensions of
competence, namely, knowledge, skills, responsibility and autonomy. According to the EQF
Concept, knowledge can be theoretical as well as factual. Skills are described as “cognitive
(involving the use of logical, intuitive and creative thinking) and practical (involving manual
dexterity and the use of methods, materials, tools and instruments)” (c.f. Table 1). The final
9

dimension of responsibility and autonomy is defined “as the ability of the learner to apply
knowledge and skills autonomously and with responsibility” (c.f. Table 1).
Table 1: EQF Concept of Competences
Knowledge

Skills

Responsibility
autonomy

and

In the context of EQF,
knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or factual.

In the context of EQF, skills
are described as cognitive
(involving the use of logical,
intuitive
and
creative
thinking)
and
practical
(involving manual dexterity
and the use of methods,
materials,
tools
and
instruments).

In the context of the EQF
responsibility
and
autonomy is described as
the ability of the learner to
apply knowledge and skills
autonomously and with
responsibility

Source: Council of the European Union (2017)
The EQF Concept distinguishes eight reference levels in terms of learning outcomes. “Each of
the eight levels is defined by a set of descriptors indicating the learning outcomes relevant to
qualifications
at
that
level
in
any
system
of
qualifications”
(https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/content/descriptors-page).
The target level joint qualification profile of the Export Expert is EQF 6. Learning outcomes
therefore need to meet the descriptors defining EQF level 6. In terms of knowledge, level 6 is
characterised by an “advanced knowledge of a field of work or study, involving critical
understanding of theories and principles”. Competences at level 6 furthermore require
“advanced skills, demonstrating mastery and innovation, required to solve complex and
unpredictable problems in a specialized field of work or study.” In terms of responsibility and
autonomy the defining descriptors are to “manage complex technical or professional
activities or projects, taking responsibility for decision- making in unpredictable work or
study contexts” and furthermore to “take responsibility for managing professional
development of individuals and groups” (c.f. Table 2).
Table 2: EQF level 6: Descriptors defining levels in the European Qualification Framework
(EQF)
Knowledge
Advanced knowledge of a
field of work or study,
involving
a
critical
understanding of theories
and principles

Skills
Advanced
skills,
demonstrating mastery and
innovation, required to solve
complex and unpredictable
problems in a specialized
field of work or study

Responsibility and autonomy
Manage complex technical or
professional activities or
projects, taking responsibility
for
decision-making
in
unpredictable work or study
contexts; take responsibility
for managing professional
development of individuals
and groups

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/en/content/descriptors-page
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Basic ESCO Definitions
As defined in the research proposal the development of the training profile needs to meet
basic ESCO requirements in order to assure an integration of the developed qualification
within this data bank. In terms of a better understanding of the underlying principles and
concepts of ESCO, basic definitions are quoted and listed as follows.
ESCO is the acronym for “European Skills, Competences and Qualifications”. Its aim is to
classify, categorize, identify and describe professional occupations, skills and qualifications,
which are assumed relevant for the European labour market. The ESCO data bank currently
includes descriptions of 2,942 occupations and 13,485 skills linked to these occupations
(European Commission 2018).
The main aims of ESCO are, to “support job mobility across Europe”, “make data on
occupations, skills and qualifications more transparent and easily available for use by various
stakeholders”, “improve communication between the education and training sector and the
EU labour market”, “support evidence-based policy making, therefore supporting a more
integrated and efficient labour market” (European Commission 2018, p. 3).
ESCO refers to the EQF competence concept and defines competences as
“The proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and/or
methodological abilities, in work or study situations, and in professional and personal
development” (https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Competence)
Knowledge is defined according to the EQF definition as follows
"Knowledge means the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning.
Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories and practices that is related to a
field of work or study." (https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Knowledge)
Skills are defined as
„The ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and solve
problems. Skills are described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and
creative thinking) or practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of methods,
materials, tools and instruments)” https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Skill
Qualification is the
“Formal outcome of an assessment and validation process which is obtained when a
competent body determines that an individual has achieved learning outcomes to
given standards” (https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Qualification)
One definition related problem in the ESCO terminology refers to the conceptual
inconsistency in the use of the competence term. In many cases, we see a listing of
knowledge, skills and competences in ESCO or in the ESCO literature – which indicates
different concepts at the same level. In the following development of the training profile, we
will refer to the EQF definition of competences and conceptualize competences as the
overall category including knowledge, skills, responsibility and autonomy.
Learning outcomes approach
Qualification profiles (in ESCO) are described by learning outcomes. Learning outcomes refer
to the afore mentioned EQF principles.
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Learning outcomes are defined as
“Learning outcomes are statements of what a learner knows, understands and is able
to do on completion of a learning process, defined in terms of knowledge, skills and
competences (European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training Cedefop). Education and training institutions are increasingly describing their
qualifications in terms of learning outcomes following the approach adopted by the
European Qualifications Framework (EQF).”
Learning outcomes in ESCO: “Learning outcome descriptions form part of the
metadata of qualifications in ESCO. Member States or awarding bodies include
information on learning outcomes when providing data on qualifications for the ESCO
qualifications pillar. Learning outcomes descriptions were also an input when
developing the skills pillar of ESCO. Combining functional analysis of occupations with
the analysis of learning outcome descriptions ensures that the skills terminology
covers use cases in both, the world of employment and of education and training.”
(https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Learning_outcomes)
The formulation of learning outcomes requires the use of action verbs. Action verbs are
defined as follows:
“Action verbs are used in learning outcomes descriptions to clarify the level of
expertise expected for carrying out tasks in particular contexts. The requirements
signalled by terms like 'to recall', 'to describe', 'to define', 'to diagnose' and 'to
synthesize' indicates different levels of complexity and different requirements to the
holder of the skills and competences in question.
In ESCO, lists of action verbs maintained by Cedefop are used when creating terms
for skills and competences in all ESCO languages. The goal is to use consistent
and clear language. However, if the labour market requires it, other (more specific)
verbs are used.” (https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Action_verbs)
Basics of competence orientated training profiles
The development of the Joint qualification training profile follows basic principles of
competence orientated training regulations. In the field of advanced training regulations,
this includes the identification of main fields of activity and the verbalization of the
respective learning outcomes. The learning outcomes need to cover all relevant business
processes of the profile.
The verbalization of learning outcomes needs to be action orientated with assessable,
operationalizable and definite outcomes. Cognitive aspects are connected to the process of
action. Verbs need to be active and concrete and the description of competences not too
detailed or too general. Finally, the described competences should be relevant and
observable in business praxis. BIBB has transferred these requirements into a
recommendation applicable to the development of training regulations in Germany (BIBB
2016); the EXPOVET project members accepted this approach as in line with European
requirements and suitable to the EXPOVET project.
The following chapter summarizes the most important results in terms of qualification
profile development.
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8 Skill Demands: Main Indications from WP2
The development of the Export Expert training profile predominately builds on the results of
Work package 2 and additional insides in the firms’ skill demands on the basis of a review of
job announcements for Export Management and similar positions in the field of foreign
commerce in the three countries. The following sections summarize the most important
results from the different analytical steps: main skills demands of SMEs based on online
surveys and on job announcements, main skills demands by students based on online
surveys, requirements in terms of access qualification and open vacancies. By compiling and
comparing the survey results across the countries, we established jointly a list of activities
and core requirements for the joint qualification profile.

8.1 Main Skill Demands of SMEs
One of the basic aims of the EXPOVET Project is to achieve a better matching of the specific
skills’ offers with labour market needs in the countries/ regions participating in the
partnership. Furthermore, an important impact of the project is to facilitate SMEs to take
advantage of the internationalization profits, through international commerce. For this
reason, the skill demands of SMEs in terms of foreign trade were investigated by different
methods. The research approach included a quantitative SME online-survey (for a detailed
description, see WP2 report) as well as qualitative analysis of job announcements.
One of the main indications on SME skill demands from the online survey is the evaluation of
the importance of various foreign trade related items (Q. C.2, cf. Appendix, Table 11, Table
12, Table 13 ). These items represent different fields of activity of foreign trade on the
strategic as well as the operative level.
The survey results show country specific differences. Bulgarian SMEs focus more strongly a
strategic skill profile of foreign trade with a major importance of international marketing as
well and international management (e.g. research and selection of foreign markets, digital
marketing, and international strategic management). Skill items related to the operative
transaction of foreign trade (e.g. import-export procedures, VAT and other tax issues for
import/export), are less emphasized by the surveyed Bulgarian firms.
International marketing with its related items also appears to be of major importance for
Greek and Romanian SMEs. Different to Bulgaria, Greek and Romanian SMEs emphasize
strategic as well as operative skills. All three countries furthermore indicate the importance
of international communication skills, especially in terms of foreign language skills - and
partly also regarding intercultural competences.
Results of Job Announcements
The national project teams carried out an analysis of job4 profiles as announced in job
advertisements as published in Greece, Bulgaria and Romania. Selecting around 20 newly
advertised positions in each of the three countries, the national experts could confirm the
results of SME survey. The Greek skill profile of an “Export Manager” includes basic
competences in strategic marketing, for instance to “conduct market research to identify
selling possibilities and evaluate customer needs” as well as to “suggest actions to improve
sales performance and identify opportunities for growth.” In this field, the importance of the
4

20 newly advertised positions in each of the three countries were analysed and the results sent to the
German team in English language.
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organization and participation of exhibitions and conferences as an important part of the
marketing/ promotion strategy is stressed. Strongly related to these skills Greek Export
Manager also need competences in international business management, such as to “take
responsibility for the sales and profit growth of the product rages to foreign markets and the
achievement of export sales targets” (c.f. Table 14, appendix).
In line with the SME survey results, Greek firm’s skill demands in the field of international
commerce also include knowledge and skills of the transaction of foreign trade on the
operative level. Job candidates for instance should be able to do international sales
negotiations, handle complaints or objections and be familiar with the exports department’s
procedures. Furthermore, logistic knowledge, e.g. to manage, assign and supervise
shipments to European and third countries is requested (c.f. Table 14, appendix).
Finally, foreign language skills, especially English language skills are a basic requirement for
job candidates, who want to work in the position of an Export Manager (“Excellent
command of the English language (written and oral)). Foreign language skills in a second
language are beneficial.
Concluding, the results of the Greek job announcement stress the importance of a skill
profile, which includes strategic competences of foreign trade (international marketing,
international management) as well as competences at the operative level of foreign trade in
order to transact foreign trade and to cater to international markets. The results also point
out the relevance of soft skills (e.g. communication and negotiation skills) as well as working
experience in export departments.
The Bulgarian results of the job announcement analysis emphasize the importance of
strategic competences, which are of greater relevance than skills on the operative level.
They therefore also confirm the profile focus identified with the SME survey.
Strategic competences of foreign trade, such as international marketing, are for instance
required in order to “investigate and analyse the market and competitors” and to “identify
business opportunities”. Similar to Greek Companies Bulgarian firms stress the importance
of exhibitions abroad. Competences of international business management, for instance
addressed by the need of “operating and controlling business strategies and plans for the
dedicated markets” or by the “development of strategies for meeting sales goals”, are also
of major importance (c.f. table 10, appendix).
In comparison to Greek firms, operative foreign trade skill demands seem to be of minor
relevance for Bulgarian firms. Nevertheless, basic international trade competences such as
customer service skills as well as communication and negotiation skills are also required in
Bulgarian Job Announcements (c.f. table 14, appendix).
Similar to Greek firms, basic skill demands in Bulgarian Job Announcements also concern
advanced foreign language skills. Excellent communication in English language and the
ability to communicate in a foreign language relevant to the companies target markets are
basic requirements for job candidates who want to fill in the announced positions (c.f. Table
16, appendix).
The results of the analysis of job announcement in Romania are very similar to those of the
analysis for Greece. One point of difference seems to be a light stronger emphasis on
operative competences and mastering of technical and financial aspects of international
transactions, thus allocating more responsibilities in terms of monitoring and quality
assurance to the forthcoming export experts.
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Concluding, the results of the job announcement indicate a training profile which emphasis
strategic competences of foreign trade such as international marketing and international
management – but also includes operative skills to transact foreign trade and use foreign
language skills.

8.2 Main Skill Demands of Students
Although there are slight cross-national differences in the overall view, the results of the
students’ survey (for detailed results see WP2 report) confirm the relevance of almost all
skill related items included in the questionnaire. Except for Bulgarian students, all
respondents emphasized skill demands in terms of foreign languages. These results strongly
indicate the importance of foreign language content in the training profile. Intercultural
knowledge and understanding (e.g. different mentalities and manners) is more important in
the view of the students as potential participants of an export-training course – compared to
the firm’s evaluation on specific skill demands.
Different to the company’s opinion we do not have a clear profile distinction between
operative and strategic competence needs in the students view. Although international
marketing (especially the research and selection of international markets) seem to be of
major importance to the students, operative skills of foreign trade (e.g. customs procedures,
import-export procedures) also are highly relevant.
Concluding, we see student’s skill demands in terms of strategic competences of
international commerce (international marketing, international management) but we also
see demands in operative skill demands of foreign trade.
The Results of WP2 altogether support a concept of four main areas of activity:





International marketing and market research
International business management (including risk and change management)
Transact foreign trade & cater to international markets
Use international language skills and intercultural competences in terms of
international communication

Although there is slightly more emphasize on strategic management areas (international
marketing & management) from the firms point of view (esp. Bulgaria, Rumania) the overall
results indicate the importance of all four areas of activity.

8.3 Request in terms of access qualification and prior open vacancies
In addition to the afore summarized indications on the Export Expert training profile
gathered from empirical research conducted within the EXPOVET Project the following
section gives a brief overview on the requested qualification of potential candidates for
Export management positions. Furthermore, it illustrates the target positions of potential
participants of a training module on international commerce, who want to achieve positions
in the field of foreign trade.
Table 3: Requested Qualifications for Export Manager
Students

SME Survey Results:

Required Qualifications in

Field of Study in
Survey1

“Which degree fits
more to your
company”2

Job Announcements

15

Economic Studies
(72%)
Business
Administration
Studies (11%)

Economics

BSc degree in Business
Administration or relevant field

Marketing and
Business
Administration

Degree in Economics or Business
Administration

Polytechnic Engineer

Legal Studies (5%)
(…)1

BA in related field
(Transport/Logistics/Accounting)
Bachelor Degree in Economics or
Technical studies and relevant
postgraduate degree (MBA, MSc)
University degree in Economics,
Technical Science or a related
field

1

Field of studies with a share of 5% or more mentioned in the survey (for details
see WP2 report); 2 Degrees mentioned by over 50% of the surveyed Companies in
all three Countries (for details see WP2 report)
Most of the students, who participated in the survey (and articulated interest in the field of
foreign trade) have an economic background. Over 80% study either Economics or Business
Administration. This matches with the evaluation of SMEs in terms of degrees that fit to the
company. In all three Countries, a majority of over two thirds of all responding firms
evaluate Economics as well as Marketing and Business Administration suitable (for more
details see WP2 report). This links to the firms emphasize on skill demands in terms of
international management and especially international marketing afore mentioned.
This evaluation is confirmed by the qualification requirements companies articulate in job
announcements. Most often mentioned qualifications a candidate for export managing
positions should hold are degrees in Economics or Business Administration. The importance
of transport and logistic in the field of foreign trade is expressed by qualification
requirements in related fields (c.f. Table 3). Depending on the business sector, degrees in
technical science are also relevant.
Skill shortage of firms and target positions of potential training module participants
An additional indicator of skill demand in the eye of companies is the question of skill
shortage for certain positions. Firms in all three countries state a lack of suitable candidates
for Commercial Sales Representatives, Import-Export Manager as well as Marketing
Manager (c.f. Figure 1).
Figure 1: Skill shortage mentioned by SMEs by Country
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For which occupations you find difficulty recruiting the suitable
candidate?
Other (Chemical Engineer, Information…

5,0%

17,6%
4,5%

Marketing Manager

35,3%
36,4%

35,0%

International Forwarding Operations…

17,6%

10,0%

27,3%
17,6%
45,0%

Import Export Manager

45,5%

5,9%
10,0%

Destination Manager

27,3%

Commercial Sales Representative

64,7%

45,0%

Administrative Assistant

15,0%

0,0%

11,8%
9,1%

10,0%

ROMANIA

40,9%

20,0%

GREECE

30,0%

40,0%

50,0%

60,0%

70,0%

BULGARIA

Source: EXPOVET SME Survey 2019
These vacancies in future could be filled by students with interest in the field of foreign
trade, such as potential candidates surveyed in the EXPOVET students survey. A majority of
students in all three countries mentioned their interest in positions such as Marketing
Manager or Import-Export Manager (c.f. Figure 2).
Figure 2: Target Position of Students

Occupations to pursue in the future (by country)
Romania

Bulgaria

Greece

3,2%
6,7%
5,6%

Other

9,5%

Administrative Assistant

15,0%

29,6%
28,6%

Marketing Manager

42,6%
20,6%

International Forwarding Operations Coordinator

25,9%

36,7%

28,6%
26,7%
22,2%

Commercial Sales Representative

38,1%

Import Export Manager

31,5%
22,2%
20,0%
18,5%

Destination Manager

Source: EXPOVET Student Survey 2019
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46,7%

60,0%

9 Training Profile: Main Areas of Activity
Drawing on the results of our prior research in work package 2 as well as on main indications
on already existing vocational education and training regulations in Germany (Mottweiler
2018; BMBF 2017; DIHK 2015; DIHK 2017) the training profile of the Export Expert includes
four main areas of activity. Table 4 provides a systematic overview distinguishing between
two levels of foreign trade competences: the strategic level including international market
and international management and the operative level with the transaction of foreign trade
and the use of foreign language skills and intercultural competences in terms of
international communication.

Operative Level

Strategic Level

Table 4: Profile of Export Expert: Systematic Overview of Main Areas of Activity
Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including
international market observation & research
Implement international business management and secure risk and change
management

Transact foreign trade and to cater to international markets

Use foreign language skills and intercultural competences in terms of
international communication

9.1 Strategic Level of foreign trade
The strategic level of foreign trade covers the main strategic domains of international
marketing as well as international business management. The main area of activity in terms
of international marketing is to develop, carry out and implement international marketing,
including international market observation and market research. As shown in more detail by
the respective learning outcomes in the following chapter 5 this first main area of activity
covers various important marketing related issues, starting with data collection and data
analysis in order to observe international markets and asses sales opportunities. Important
insides gained by this analysis are used to highlight market opportunities in terms of foreign
trade. These activities are basic for strategic decisions and the development of country
specific marketing concepts as well as the use of appropriate marketing instruments. The
choice/ development of a country specific marketing mix takes into account all four
fundamental elements in marketing strategies, which are product, place, price and
promotion (the four p).
The domain of international business management summarizes main activities to implement
international business management and to secure risk and change management. Issues of
risk management were integrated due to a higher level of uncertainty in terms of
international trade. Chance management on the one hand addresses competences needed
in response to quicker changing market environments and digitalization. On the other hand,
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it refers to the competences dealing with unpredictable and contingent situations, which are
characteristic demands of the EQF 6 skill level.
In the field of activity of international business management, export experts need to be able
to support and develop international market entry and value added strategies. Important
activities also address the development of international business value chains with special
emphasize on logistic value chains. Besides the before mentioned aspects of risk and change
management, this main area of activity also includes international financial management. In
this respect, the main learning outcome for export experts is to support, develop, operate
and evaluate international financial strategies and measures.

9.2 Operative Level of foreign trade
The operative level of foreign trade covers various knowledge, skills and competences, which
are needed to transact foreign trade and to cater to international markets. Characteristic for
the operative level is the concrete action of buying and selling goods in international
environments. Export Experts therefore provide sales advisory service to inform and advice
national and international customers in order to give them advice to firm specific goods and
services. In a second step, they need to plan procurement and conduct international sales
negotiations. The transaction of foreign trade covers the processing of customer orders,
payments as well as the assessment of credit risks. Basic skills of Import-export processing,
Credit financing, payment transactions, risk protection, Trading law, international trade
clauses, custom procedures, International transport agreements and payment method are
necessary in this business process.
The respective learning outcomes of the profile are explained in detail in the following
section.

10 Learning outcomes
The following section describes the main learning outcomes of the main areas of activity
more in detail. Table 5 provides an overview of all relevant learning outcomes in the first
main field of activity of export-experts. The description of the learning outcomes are
structured as follows: Superior learning outcomes are highlighted with the respective color,
e.g. in the first area of activity in green color. These overall operational goals are described
by more detailed learning outcomes. The field of “Key terms” provides additional
information or examples for curricula development and teaching of the course content.

10.1 Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including
international market research
The first main area of activity combines basics of market research and market observation as
a precondition for the development of marketing concepts with the right choice and
combination of marketing instruments. In order to develop the learning outcomes in line
with the requirements of ESCO, already existing ESCO learning outcomes – or parts of
already existing learning outcomes - in the field of marketing and market research were
integrated (see text in blue color).
In order to get a deeper knowledge about relevant markets (“Observe international markets
and asses sales opportunities”), export experts in a first step should be able to “gather,
assess and represent data about target markets and customers in order to facilitate strategic
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development and feasibility studies”. The aim is also to “identify market trends”. Graduates
of this training program should have knowledge about important secondary data sources,
survey methodology and other methods of primary data collection. Thereupon students
need to “know, chose and use suitable market research methods and statistics” in order to
analyse the collected data.
As a basic for the choice of target markets and the development of market entry strategies,
the third learning outcome is to “analyse the composition of markets, to segment these into
groups and to highlight the opportunities that each one of these markets represents in terms
of foreign trade.”
The second operational learning outcome includes the issue to “develop, implement and
evaluate country specific marketing concepts and marketing measures, including onlinemarketing”. In this respect, the first goal is to “create Country specific marketing campaigns
to raise awareness on the company's services and products”. Drawing on the market- and
customer specific knowledge gained by market research and market observation students
should be able to choose the right promotion strategies, e.g. the organization/ attendance of
exhibitions abroad. The evaluation and choice of specific promotion strategies and
instruments is also addressed by the following learning outcome, namely to “evaluate
online- and Social Media Marketing” and “optionally use such marketing methods and
strategies to increase attention and website traffic through online and social media
channels. Highlighting exhibitions abroad as well as online and social media marketing is due
to the major relevance of these topics mentioned in WP2.
The underlining concept of marketing in a broader sense not only consists of promotion
(communication policy), but also includes all four marketing instruments, namely product-,
price-, place- (distribution) and promotion policy. Therefore, the development of marketing
strategies requires the right choice and composition of all four marketing instruments
(marketing-mix). The learning outcome “Compose country specific marketing mix” addresses
this.
The last detailed learning outcome in this section deals with the issue of implementation.
This is supported by the “use of planning and controlling technics when implementing the
country specific marketing mix.”
The aspect of marketing controlling and reflection is covered by the third operational
learning outcome, to “evaluate key indicators and statistics to monitor success and use this
information to develop measures.” For this purpose, Export Experts in a first step need to
“define key indicators for efficiency and effectiveness of the marketing measures.” Such
indicators for example could be related to profit, customer satisfaction, image or positioning
of brand/ product. In a next step, key indicators and respective statistics are evaluated
(learning outcome: “evaluate key indicators and statistics”). Finally, students need to
“develop measures and adjust marketing instruments accordingly” (c.f. Table 5).
Table 5: Field of activity: To Develop, Carry out and Implement International Marketing,
including International Market Research
Learning outcomes (action orientated)

Key terms

Observe international markets and assess sales
opportunities

International market
research, market
observation
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Gather, assess and represent data about target markets and
customers in order to facilitate strategic development and
feasibility studies; Identify market trends.
To know, chose and use suitable market research methods
and statistics

Primary and secondary
data sources, methods of
market research, statistics
and data analysis

Analyse the composition of the markets, segment these into
groups, and highlight the opportunities that each one of
these markets represent in terms of foreign trade
Develop, implement and evaluate country specific
marketing concepts and marketing measures, including
online-marketing
Create Country specific marketing campaigns to raise
awareness on the company's services and products
(including exhibitions abroad)
Evaluate opportunities of Online-und Social Media
Marketing; optionally use such marketing methods and
strategies to increase attention and website traffic through
online and social media channels

Strategic Export
Marketing, Marketing
Instruments, incl. online
Marketing & Exhibitions
abroad, MultiChannelling,
Marketing Mix

Compose country specific marketing mix (four fundamental
elements in marketing strategies which are the product, the
place, the price and the promotion)
Use planning and controlling technics when implementing
country specific marketing mix
Evaluate key indicators and statistics to monitor success and
use this information to develop measures

Marketing Controlling

Define key indicators for efficiency and effectiveness of
marketing measures

e.g. profit, customer
satisfaction, Image or
positioning of brand/
product

Evaluate key indicators and statistics
Develop measures and adjust marketing instruments
accordingly
Blue text: Learning outcomes or parts of learning outcomes already existing in ESCO

10.2 Implement international business management and secure risk and change
management
The major importance of international business management as one of the results of WP2 is
covered by the second main field of activity, namely to “implement international business
management and secure risk and change management”. Due to the distinctiveness of
international business and management in the field of foreign trade, the issue of risk
management is also addressed – as well as the importance of change management. Chaining
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markets and business environment, e.g. in terms of digital transformation, also indicate an
increasing relevance of change management.
Marketing and Management in several points highly are related to each other. For this
reason, there may be some points of overlapping between the present and the previous field
of activity.
The first operational learning outcome deals with market entry strategies. The main goal is
to “support and develop international market entry and value added strategies”. This
includes a more detailed description of learning outcomes. Firstly, the definition of key
indicators for the determination of target markets, secondly, the evaluation and choice of
target markets according to the key indicators, thirdly, the investigation of Company and
Country specific requirements for market entry - and finally, the definition and choice of an
appropriate way to enter a new market.
The second operational learning outcome is to “understand and develop international
business value chains, including logistic value chains”. To achieve vocational action
competence in this field the first step is to “understand the concept of value chain”.
Reference for value chain concepts could be Michael Porters value chain concept or different
concepts, which reflect the current state of the art.
Drawing on this basic understanding of value chains, the second step is to “analyse primary
activities, especially in terms of logistics”. According to Porters concept of value chains
primary activities are inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing, sales, and
service. This leads to the next learning outcome, namely to “develop and submit proposal
for further development of primary activities”. Due to the importance of logistics in general
and especially in most of the EXPOVET Countries, we emphasize proposals for the further
development of inbound and outbound logistics in this learning outcome.
Finally, Export Experts also need to be able to “develop and submit proposal for the further
development of support activities”, e.g. in terms of infrastructure, technological
development or procurement.
The third operational learning outcome deals with the issue of international financial
management. Main goal in this respect is to “support, develop, operate and evaluate
international financial strategies and measures.” This is explained in more detail by the
following three subordinated learning outcomes. Firstly, students need to be able to
“develop concepts in preparation of financing and investment decisions based on key data.”
Secondly, they should “develop economic efficiency calculation and check feasibility of
business transaction”. Finally, students need to dispose, monitor and adjust budgets.
In comparison to local and national trade foreign trade is characterised by a higher extend of
risk and uncertainty. In response to this characteristic of export and foreign trade, the third
operational learning outcome covers issues of risk analysis and risk management. The goal is
to “asses opportunities of risks of foreign trade business and provide/ use appropriate
measures for minimizing risks”.
This includes the identification and assessment of factors that may jeopardize the success of
a project or threaten the organizations functioning. Furthermore, Export Experts need to
“determine the influence of economic, political and cultural risk factors (and additional
issues).” For this target, it is important to “gather all the information, analyse the variables
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and create reports where the detected risks of the company or projects are analysed and
possible solutions are suggested as counter actions to the risks.” This strongly refers to the
learning outcome to “implement procedures to avoid or minimize their impact.” In order to
minimize risks it is also important to use controlling instruments.
Especially in the age of digitalization the rapid changing technologies and working
environments with its impact on products and markets is stressed. Therefore, the last
operational learning outcome addresses the necessity of change management. Export
Experts need to be able to “identify change of surrounding conditions and develop response
strategies and measures”. This learning outcome also strongly refers to competence
requirements at EQF level six in which people “manage complex technical or professional
activities or projects, taking responsibility for decision-making in unpredictable work or study
contexts” (c.f. chapter 2).
On a more detailed level of learning outcome description Export Experts should be able to
“analyse internal and external pressure of change”, “keep up with digital transformation of
industrial processes”, “be familiar with – and use instruments and steps of change
management process” (e.g. according to Kotter’s change management process) and
“evaluate the change management process and if necessary adjust response strategies and
measures.”
Table 6: Field of activity: Implement international business management, secure risk and
change management
Learning outcomes (action orientated)

Key terms

Support and develop international market entry and value
added strategies
Define key indicators for the determination of target
markets
Evaluate and choose target markets according to key
indicators

International strategic
management, market
entry strategies

Investigate Company and Country specific requirements for
market entry
Define and choose appropriate way to enter a new market
(e.g. exporting via representatives, franchising to third
parties, collaborating joint ventures or opening of fully
owned subsidiaries and flagships).
Understand and develop international business value chain,
including logistic value chains

Business value chains,
international logistic

Understand the concept of value chain

e.g. Michael Porter’s value
chain

Analyse primary activities especially in terms of
international logistics,

Inbound logistics,
operations, outbound
logistics, marketing and
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sales, service
Develop and submit proposal for further development of
primary activities (especially in terms of inbound and
outbound logistics)
Develop and submit proposal for further development of
support activities

e.g. infrastructure,
technological
development,
procurement

Support, develop, operate and evaluate international
financial strategies and measures

International financial
management(International
accounting)

Develop concepts in preparation of financing and
investment decisions based on key data
Develop economic efficiency calculation and check
feasibility of business transaction
Dispose, monitor and adjust budgets
Assess opportunities and risks of foreign trade businesses
and provide/ use appropriate measures for minimising risks

Risk analysis, Risk
management

Identify and assess factors that may jeopardize the success
of a project or threaten the organization's functioning.
Determine the influence of economic, political and cultural
risk factors and additional issues.
Gather all the information, analyse the variables and create
reports where the detected risks of the company or
projects are analysed and possible solutions are suggested
as counter actions to the risks.
Implement procedures to avoid or minimize their impact
Use controlling instruments for risk minimizing
Identify change of surrounding conditions and develop
response strategies and measures

Chance management

Analyse internal and external pressure for change
Keep up with digital transformation of industrial processes

Digitalisation,
transformation, industry
and commerce 4.0

Be familiar with - and use instruments and steps of change
management process

e.g. according to Kotter’s
change management
process

Evaluate change management process and if necessary
adjust response strategies and measures
Blue text: Learning outcomes or parts of learning outcomes already existing in ESCO
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10.3 To transact foreign trade and cater to international markets
Referring to the operative level, the main area of activity concerns the transaction of foreign
trade catering to international markets. This area of activity includes the main business
processes in terms of foreign trade procedures. Fundamental tasks and learning outcomes of
trade in general are adjusted to the specific demands of international trade.
This area of activity mainly involves sales advisory service competences, international
business negotiation and finally knowledge and skills in the operative “doing” of foreign
trade. In order to inform and advice national and international customer, a detailed
knowledge about company and market specific goods and services is crucial. Precondition
for the first learning outcome (“inform national and international customers and give advice
to firm specific goods and services”) is to know and to use product specific as well as marketand supplier specific sources of information, e.g. professional/ technical articles or
information provided by supplier.
In order to “organize and conduct sales dialogue, taking international customer requests into
account” students need to have basic knowledge on customer orientation and customer and
customer loyalty principles. Furthermore, students need to know basics of sales
conversation.
Building on these competences, in a next step, students should be able to “plan
procurement and sale” as well as “plan and conduct international sales negotiation.” In this
respect it is firstly necessary to “analyse product range, sources of supply and offers for
procurement”, secondly “compare and evaluate different alternatives to sell goods, services
and customer support packages” and to “calculate prices including foreign currency
calculations”. This is important in order to provide offers and to negotiate with customers.
Respectively this learning outcome leads to the main action of international business
negotiation, namely to “plan and conduct international sales negotiations” which includes
the “communication and negotiation with international customers, especially about goods,
services, prices terms and schedules.”
The learning outcome “Transact foreign trade” mainly deals with competences of processing
orders. In this specific process of import-export, processing it is also of major importance to
assess credit risks and ensure payment from abroad. Employees need to “evaluate and
manage the possibility of financial loss and non-payment following international
transactions, in the context of foreign exchange market” and “apply instruments like letters
of credit”. Furthermore, basic knowledge in trading law, international trade clauses, custom
procedures and e-customs are necessary in order to “apply foreign trade and customs
legislation regulations and international trade clauses”.
In the operative transaction of foreign trade, basic logistic knowledge and decisions play an
important role. This includes in a first step the evaluation and choice of transport options,
considering economic, logistic and environmental considerations and in a second step to
conclude international transport agreements and apply payment conditions specific to
foreign trade transactions. On the operative level, main competences to process
documentary transaction are necessary.
Table 7: Field of Activity: To transact foreign trade and to cater to international markets
Learning outcomes (action orientated)

Key terms
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Inform and advice national and international
customers

sales advisory service

Inform national and international customers and give
advice to firm specific goods and services

Detailed Knowledge on
goods and services

Organize and conduct sales dialogue, taking
international customer requests into account
Plan procurement and sale; plan and conduct
international sales negotiation

International business
negotiations

Analyse product range, sources of supply and offers
for procurement
Compare and evaluate different alternatives to sell
goods, services and customer support packages
Calculate prices including foreign currency
calculations

Price calculation, export
calculation

Plan and conduct international sales negotiations,
communicate and negotiate with international
customers, especially about goods, services, prices,
terms and schedules

International business
negotiations

Transact foreign trade
Process customer orders, payments and assess credit
risks
Evaluate and manage the possibility of financial loss
and non-payment following international
transactions, in the context of foreign exchange
market; apply instruments like letters of credit.

Import-export processing
Credit financing, payment
transactions, risk protection

Apply foreign trade and customs legislation
regulations and international trade clauses

Trading law, international
trade clauses, custom
procedures, e-customs

Evaluate and choose transport options taking
economic, logistic and environmental considerations
into account

International logistic,
international logistic value
chain

Conclude international transport agreements and
apply payment conditions specific to foreign trade
transactions

International transport
agreements,

Process documentary transactions

Documentary transaction

Payment method

Blue text: Learning outcomes or parts of learning outcomes already existing in ESCO

10.4 Use international language skills and intercultural competences in terms of
international communication
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Foreign language skills are one of the key competences in order to communicate and
negotiate with international customers, collaborators, suppliers and service providers. The
results of the student surveys as well as the job announcements (c.f. chapter 3) have
confirmed a major relevance and training needs for foreign language skills. These results also
indicate the importance of intercultural competences, such as knowledge and sensibility
towards cultural differences as well as the capability to deal with such differences in an
appropriate manner. Taking into account, that graduates of this training program should be
competent export experts in a broader sense with a potential export market scope beyond
direct neighbour countries intercultural competences are crucial for successful business
communication and international trade.
Table 8 summarizes the main learning outcomes in this field of activity. Although these are
competences, which are used in prior explained business processes (e.g. international sales
advisory service, international business negotiations, documentary transactions), we
structured these competences in an own field of activity in order to point out the respective
learning outcomes more clearly.
Table 8: Field of Activity: Use language skills and intercultural competences in terms of
international communication
Learning outcomes (action orientated)

Key terms

Correspond and communicate in a foreign language

Foreign language skills

Master foreign language(s) to be able to communicate
in one or more foreign languages
Use the mastery of foreign languages orally or written
in order to communicate and negotiate with
international customers, collaborators, supplier and
service provider
Communicate specific to situation and recipient
respecting cultural identities and behaviour

Intercultural interaction
Cross-cultural communication,
(Virtual cross-cultural
communication)

Show sensibility towards cultural differences by taking
actions which facilitate positive interaction between
international organizations, between groups or
individuals of different cultures, and to promote
integration in a community
Use methods and ways to facilitate communication
between people of other cultures
Blue text: Learning outcomes or parts of learning outcomes already existing in ESCO
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11 Conclusions
11.1 Outline of the joint qualification profile
The EXPOVET project partnership understands the concept of joint profile as a profile that is
to be developed from the scratch jointly on the basis on commonly agreed methodology.
This report presents the results of the different empirical surveys and includes outcomes of
expert workshops. It considers on-going and past developments within the Copenhagen
process and relevant council decisions on the European Tools such as the European Credit
system for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET) the European Qualification Framework
(EQF) or the European Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO).
Within the work package 3, the project partners elaborated a joint qualification profile
structured in four main areas of activities:
1. Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including international
market observation & research
2. Implement international business management and secure risk and change
management
3. Transact foreign trade and to cater to international markets
4. Use foreign language skills and intercultural competences in terms of international
communication
Each main area of activity is further defined in terms of learning outcomes (knowledge, skills
and competences) based upon an action-orientated approach that integrates the three
elements. Therefore each area of activity is further defined by actions, around two to six
actions by area of activity depending on the requirements in terms of learning outcomes
attached to each area of activity. The thus emerging weighting of the different areas or
actions stems from the analysed skills needs and expectations by students, representatives
of companies and experts consulted within the project.
The whole outline of the qualification profile is presented in table 9 hereafter.
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Table 9: Outline of EXPOVET joint qualification profile for Export Expert

Develop, carry out and implement
international marketing, including
international market observation &
research

Strategic level

Main levels Areas of Learning outcomes
of
activities
activities
Observe international markets and assess sales opportunities
1. Gather, assess and represent data about target markets and customers in order to facilitate strategic development
and feasibility studies; Identify market trends
2. To know, choose and use suitable market research methods and statistics
3. Analyse the composition of the markets, segment these into groups, and highlight the opportunities that each one
of these markets represent in terms of foreign trade
Develop, implement and evaluate country specific marketing concepts and marketing measures, including
online-marketing
4. Create Country specific marketing campaigns to raise awareness on the company's services and products
(including exhibitions abroad)
5. Evaluate opportunities of Online-und Social Media Marketing; optionally use such marketing methods and
strategies to increase attention and website traffic through online and social media channels
6. Compose country specific marketing mix (four fundamental elements in marketing strategies which are the
product, the place, the price and the promotion)
7. Use planning and controlling technics when implementing country specific marketing mix
Evaluate key indicators and statistics to monitor success and use this information to develop measures
8. Define key indicators for efficiency and effectiveness of marketing measures
9. Evaluate key indicators and statistics
10. Develop measures and adjust marketing instruments accordingly
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Implement international business management and secure risk and
change management

Strategic level

Support and develop international market entry and value added strategies
1. Define key indicators for the determination of target markets
2. Evaluate and choose target markets according to key indicators
3. Investigate Company and Country specific requirements for market entry
4. Define and choose appropriate way to enter a new market (e.g. exporting via representatives, franchising to third
parties, collaborating joint ventures or opening of fully owned subsidiaries and flagships).
Understand and develop international business value chain, including logistic value chains
5. Understand the concept of value chain
6. Analyse primary activities especially in terms of international logistics
7. Develop and submit proposal for further development of primary activities (especially in terms of inbound and
outbound logistics)
8. Develop and submit proposal for further development of support activities
Support, develop, operate and evaluate international financial strategies and measures
9. Develop concepts in preparation of financing and investment decisions based on key data
10. Develop economic efficiency calculation and check feasibility of business transaction
11. Dispose, monitor and adjust budgets
Assess opportunities and risks of foreign trade businesses and provide/ use appropriate measures for
minimising risks
12. Identify and assess factors that may jeopardize the success of a project or threaten the organization's functioning
13. Determine the influence of economic, political and cultural risk factors and additional issues.
14. Gather all the information, analyse the variables and create reports where the detected risks of the company or
projects are analysed and possible solutions are suggested as counter actions to the risks
15. Implement procedures to avoid or minimize their impact
16. Use controlling instruments for risk minimizing
Identify change of surrounding conditions and develop response strategies and measures
17. Analyse internal and external pressure for change
18. Keep up with digital transformation of industrial processes
19. Be familiar with - and use instruments and steps of change management process
20. Evaluate change management process and if necessary adjust response strategies and measures
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Correspond and communicate in a foreign language
1. Master foreign language(s) to be able to communicate in one or more foreign languages
2. Use the mastery of foreign languages orally or written in order to communicate and negotiate with international
customers, collaborators, supplier and service provider
Communicate specific to situation and recipient respecting cultural identities and behaviour
3. Show sensibility towards cultural differences by taking actions which facilitate positive interaction between
international organizations, between groups or individuals of different cultures, and to promote integration in a
community
4. Use methods and ways to facilitate communication between people of other cultures

Transact foreign trade and to cater to
international markets

Use foreign
language skills and
intercultural
competences in
terms of
international
communication

Operative level
Operative level

Inform and advice national and international customers
1. Inform national and international customers and give advice to firm specific goods and services
2. Organize and conduct sales dialogue, taking international customer requests into account
Plan procurement and sale; plan and conduct international sales negotiation
3. Analyse product range, sources of supply and offers for procurement
4. Compare and evaluate different alternatives to sell goods, services and customer support packages
5. Calculate prices including foreign currency calculations
6. Plan and conduct international sales negotiations, communicate and negotiate with international customers,
especially about goods, services, prices, terms and schedules
Transact foreign trade
7. Process customer orders, payments and assess credit risks
8. Evaluate and manage the possibility of financial loss and non-payment following international transactions, in the
context of foreign exchange market; apply instruments like letters of credit
9. Apply foreign trade and customs legislation regulations and international trade clauses
10. Evaluate and choose transport options taking economic, logistic and environmental considerations into account
11. Conclude international transport agreements and apply payment conditions specific to foreign trade transactions
12. Process documentary transactions
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11.2 Recommendations
The concluding part of this WP3 report ends with some recommendations based upon
the outline of the joint qualification profile and the conclusions of the project workshop in
Sofia (November 2019).
They concern:




The need for a qualification for export experts at level 6 of the EQF
The duration and allocation of time to the four different areas of activities
The need for balanced approach between theoretical and practical learning and
training

The different workshops and expert groups confirmed the need for a qualification for
export experts at level 6 of the EQF. This qualification is appealing not only for persons
holding a qualification in a related field such as economics for instance but also for those
working in the export field and holding a specialized more technical qualification such as
engineers. This implies that mechanisms for validation of already acquired learning
outcomes should be taken into account while designing application procedures to the
courses.
The registration and participation to the courses by individuals will depend upon the
requested fees and possible financial supporting schemes (costs could possibly taken over
by public financing schemes or employers). The demand for such a qualification does not
only exist in geographical central areas and capitals but even more in other towns or
remote areas where they could be an opportunity to develop new economic activities.
The relevance and thus weighting of the respective fields of action is based on the
competence requirements expressed by the companies and students in the respective
surveys. Discussions during the Sofia Workshop in November 2019 indicate that the
whole duration of the training would be 600 hours. The duration should be calibrated so
that it fits to persons currently seeking an employment and those currently in
employment.
The internal distribution of the hours to the different areas of activities and actions will be
further elaborated during the work package 4. The results of work package 3 allow
indicating that it is advisable to allocate 300 hours to the strategic areas of activity and
relates for its implementation on the mastering of the area “use *of+ international
language skills and intercultural competences in terms of international communication”.
Based on those reflections we suggest the allocation of time to the four areas of activities
as presented in table 10.
Table 10: Time framework of Export Expert Training Module
Areas of Activity

Scope of Time

Develop, carry out and implement international marketing,
including international market observation & research

150 hours

Implement international business management and secure risk
and change management

150 hours
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Transact foreign trade and cater to international markets

200 hours

Use international language skills and intercultural competences
in terms of international communication

100 hours

Total number of hours

600 hours

The discussions and works confirmed the need for a balanced approach between
theoretical and practical learning and training based on the learning outcomes and the
action-oriented approach. Work-based learning should be a guiding principal while
designing the course (WP 4). At this stage, internship, traineeship or apprenticeship are
concepts to be taken into consideration. This confirms – as foreseen under WP 5 – that
the cooperation frame has to consider requirements as stated by universities or training
institutes affiliated to universities as well as companies.
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13 Annexes
13.1 Skill Demands SMEs: Main Profile Focus Bulgaria (Survey
Results)
Table 11: SME’s Skill Demands: Main Profile Focus Bulgaria

SKILLS/Competences

BULGARIA

Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as
sales markets)

50,0%

Digital Marketing

45,6%

Ensure payment from abroad

40,9%

Export/ International Marketing and Market Development

40,9%

Foreign language skills

40,9%

International Strategic Management

40,9%

Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad

36,4%

Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners

31,8%

Sales advisory service for international customers

31,8%

Customs procedures and e-customs

27,3%

Innovation skills (research and development, design new products)

27,3%

International Financial Management

27,3%

Risk Management

27,3%

Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and licenses in
export processes)

22,7%

International and combined transport (international logistics)

22,7%

International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations with
22,7%
international customers)
Trading law

22,7%

VAT and other tax issues for import / export

18,2%
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13.2 Skill Demands SMEs: Main Profile Focus Greece (Survey Results)
Table 12: SME’s Skill Demands: Main Profile Focus Greece

SKILLS/ Competences

GREECE

Export/ International Marketing and Market Development

65,0%

Foreign language skills

65,0%

Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad

65,0%

Customs procedures and e-customs

55,0%

Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and licenses in
export processes)

55,0%

Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales
55,0%
markets)
International and combined transport (international logistics)

45,0%

Innovation skills (research and development, design new products)

40,0%

International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations with
international customers)

40,0%

Sales advisory service for international customers

40,0%

International Strategic Management

35,0%

Risk Management

35,0%

VAT and other tax issues for import / export

35,0%

Ensure payment from abroad

30,0%

Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners

30,0%

Digital Marketing

25,0%

Trading law

15,0%

International Financial Management

10,0%
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13.3 Skill Demands SMEs: Main Profile Focus Romania (Survey
Results)
Table 13: SME’s Skill Demands: Main Profile Focus Romania

SKILLS/ Competences

ROMANIA

Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales
markets)

64,7%

Digital Marketing

52,9%

Export/ International Marketing and Market Development

52,9%

Foreign language skills

52,9%

Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners

47,1%

International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations with
international customers)

47,1%

International and combined transport (international logistics)

41,2%

Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad

41,2%

Sales advisory service for international customers

41,2%

Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and licenses in export
35,3%
processes)
VAT and other tax issues for import / export

35,3%

Ensure payment from abroad

29,4%

Innovation skills (research and development, design new products)

29,4%

International Financial Management

29,4%

International Strategic Management

29,4%

Trading law

29,4%

Risk Management

23,5%

Customs procedures and e-customs

17,7%
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13.4 Results of Job Announcement Analysis: Greece
Table 14: Greek Job Announcement Analysis (1)

Export Manager Profile
Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including international market
observation & research
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct market research to identify selling possibilities and evaluate customer needs
Suggest actions to improve sales performance and identify opportunities for growth
Forecast sales, develop sales strategies/models and evaluate their effectiveness with the
Export Manager
Organize and participate in exhibitions or conferences
Prepare and deliver appropriate presentations on products/ services

Export Manager Profile
Implement international business management and secure risk and change management





Ability to identify key growth opportunities, create business plans, establish budget for the
export department and draw up written proposals to the Commercial Manager.
Generate new business using existing and potential customer networks
Take responsibility for the sales and profit growth of the product ranges to foreign markets
and the achievement of export sales targets.
Keep CRM records fully up to date at all times including visit reports, contact details,
emails and other communications so that the company has an updated view of plans and
contact information at all times.

Transact foreign trade and cater to international markets


Negotiate representation agreements and sales contracts in line with company policy which
will fully meet the needs of both the company sales budget and the potential clients from
abroad
 Negotiate/close deals and handle complaints or objections
 Maintain and develop sales in foreign countries
 Familiarity with the exports department's procedures and organization & ability to supervise
the back office exports department.
 Knowledge of receipt of orders from foreign countries
 Familiarity with the exports department's procedures and organization & ability to supervise
the back office exports department.
 Meet personal and team sales targets
 Produce and present reports
 Report and provide feedback to the team leader
 Carry out banking transactions
Logistics knowledge
 Manage, assign and supervise shipments to European and third countries
 Issuance of documents and relevant forms for the delivery of orders/goods (e.g. packing list ,
CMR and invoice)
 Communication with transport companies of the delivery of orders
 Work close to the Operation and Logistics Department for the execution of the orders
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Use language skills and intercultural competences in terms of international communication

Skill/ Requirements mentioned:
• Excellent command of the English language (written and oral)
• Knowledge of a second language will be appreciated
• Availability to travel abroad
Table 15: Greek Job Announcement Analysis (2)

Soft Skills & Working Experience
•
•
•
•

Ability to work under pressure to target group goals
Excellent communication skills and negotiation skills
Leadership and management development skills
Ability to manage complex corporate projects

•

Proven successful previously work experience in a managerial position in the exports
department
• Proven experience in expanding sales networks (Β2C or/and B2B) abroad
Educational Requirements
•
•
•
•

BSc degree in Business Administration or relevant field
BA in related field (Transport/Logistics/Accounting)
Degree in Economics or Business Administration.
Bachelor Degree in Economics or Technical studies and relevant postgraduate degree
(MBA, MSc)
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13.5 Results of Job Announcement Analysis: Bulgaria
Table 16: Bulgarian Job Anouncement Analysis (1)

Export Manager Profile
Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including international market
observation & research
•
•
•

Investigates and analyses the market and competitors, identifies business opportunities
Develop deep understanding of clients’ businesses
Representing the company at specialized seminars and exhibitions abroad in order to
establish contacts with potential clients and to track the development trends of the branch
for the respective region

Implement international business management and secure risk and change management
•
•
•

Operating and controlling the business strategies and plans for the dedicated markets
conforming with company’s strategy
Develop strategies for meeting sales goals, mentoring and supporting the sales team
Preparing regular and ad-hoc reports in line with the company’s diagram

Transact foreign trade and cater to international markets
•
•

Customer-service skills
Excellent communication and negotiation skills (Listen and respond to customers‘ needs)

Use language skills and intercultural competences in terms of international communication
•

Excellent communication in English, ability to communicate in a foreign language relevant to a
company‘s targeted markets, knowledge of a second language appreciated)
Ability for regular / ad-hoc meetings abroad

•

Table 17: Bulgarian Job Announcement Analysis (2)

Soft Skills & Working Experience
•
•
•

High level of motivation to achieve results
Excellent presentation, communication and organizational skills
PC skills (advanced computer skills MS office, word, excel; experience with SAP or other
ERP systems will be of advantage)

Working Experience
• Professional experience on the same or relevant position
• Experience with international clients
• Experience and deep knowledge of external markets export
• Experience in shipping/logistics/forwarding business is an advantage
Educational Requirements
• University degree in Economics, Technical Science or a related field
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13.6 Results of Job Announcement Analysis: Romania
Table 18: Romanian Job Announcement Analysis (1)

Export Manager Profile
Develop, carry out and implement international marketing, including international market
observation & research
•
•
•

Identification of new markets and potential clients for export
Suggest and develop international marketing actions to obtain an image on foreign market
Participate to international profile fairs and exhibitions

Implement international business management and secure risk and change management








Ability to identify key growth opportunities, create business plans, establish budget for the
export department and draw up written proposals to the Commercial Manager.
Generate new business using existing and potential customer networks
Take responsibility for the sales and profit growth of the product ranges to foreign markets
and the achievement of export sales targets
Negotiation and development of sales contracts
Keep CRM records fully up to date at all times including visit reports, contact details,
emails and other communications so that the company has an updated view of plans and
contact information at all times
Carry out international banking transactions

Transact foreign trade and cater to international markets


Negotiate representation agreements and sales contracts in line with company policy which
will fully meet the needs of both the company sales budget and the potential clients from
abroad
 Negotiate/close deals and handle complaints or objections
 Maintain and develop sales in foreign countries
 Familiarity with the exports department's procedures and organization & ability to supervise
the back office exports department.
 Knowledge of receipt of orders from foreign countries
 Familiarity with the exports department's procedures and organization & ability to supervise
the back office exports department.
 Meet personal and team sales targets
 Produce and present reports
 Report and provide feedback to the team leader
 Carry out banking transactions
 Achieve sales objectives
 Track deliveries from customers
 Manage orders from customers and monitor their good execution
Logistics knowledge
 Manage, assign and supervise shipments to European and third countries
 Issuance of documents and relevant forms for the delivery of orders/goods (e.g. packing list ,
CMR and invoice)
 Communication with transport companies of the delivery of orders
 Work close to the Operation and Logistics Department for the execution of the orders
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Use language skills and intercultural competences in terms of international communication

Skill/ Requirements mentioned:
• Excellent command of the English language (written and oral)
• Knowledge of a second language will be appreciated
• Availability to travel abroad
Table 19: Romanian Job Announcement Analysis (2)

Soft Skills & Working Experience
•
•
•
•

Excellent computer skills, CRM and MS Office
Knowledge of ERP programs
Ability to organise and participate to exhibitions and/or conferences
Driving licence

•

Proven successful previously work experience in a managerial position in the exports
department
• Proven experience in expanding sales networks (Β2C or/and B2B) abroad
Educational Requirements
•
•
•
•

BSc degree in Business Administration or relevant field
BA in related field (Transport/Logistics/Accounting)
Degree in Economics or Business Administration.
Bachelor Degree in Economics studies

13.7 Skill Demands Students: Main Profile Focus Bulgaria
Table 20: Students Skill Demands: Main Profile Focus Bulgaria

Average Importance of the following skills in order to work in the field of exports

Bulgaria

Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales
markets)

4,7

Foreign language skills

4,6

Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and licenses in export
processes)

4,6

International Strategic Management

4,5

Export/ International Marketing and Market Development

4,5

International Financial Management

4,5

International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations with
international customers)

4,5

Ensure payment from abroad

4,5

Risk Management

4,5

Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners

4,5
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Digital Marketing

4,4

Innovation skills (research and development, design new products)

4,4

Customs procedures and e-customs

4,3

Trading law

4,3

International and combined transport (international logistics)

4,2

VAT and other tax issues for import / export

4,2

Sales advisory service for international customers

4,2

Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad

3,8

13.8 Skill Demands Students: Main Profile Focus Greece
Table 21: Students Skill Demands: Main Profile Focus Greece

Average Importance of the following skills in order to work in the field of
exports

Greece

Foreign language skills

4,5

Innovation skills (research and development, design new products)

4,4

International Strategic Management

4,3

Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and licenses in
export processes)

4,2

Ensure payment from abroad

4,2

International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations with
international customers)

4,2

Digital Marketing

4,2

Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners

4,1

Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales
markets)
4,1
Risk Management

4,1

Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad

4,1

Customs procedures and e-customs

4,0

Trading law

4,0

International and combined transport (international logistics)

4,0

International Financial Management

4,0

Export/ International Marketing and Market Development

4,0

Sales advisory service for international customers

4,0

VAT and other tax issues for import / export

3,8
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13.9 Skill Demands Students: Main Profile Focus Romania
Table 22: Students Skill Demands: Main Profile Focus Romania

Average Importance of the following skills in order to work in the field of
exports

Romania

Foreign language skills

4,7

Customs procedures and e-customs

4,6

Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales
markets)
4,5
International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations with
international customers)
4,5
Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and licenses in
export processes)

4,5

VAT and other tax issues for import / export

4,5

Risk Management

4,4

Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners

4,4

Export/ International Marketing and Market Development

4,4

Digital Marketing

4,2

International Strategic Management

4,2

Trading law

4,2

International and combined transport (international logistics)

4,2

Ensure payment from abroad

4,2

Sales advisory service for international customers

4,2

International Financial Management

4,1

Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad

3,9

Innovation skills (research and development, design new products)

3,8
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